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Features & Benefits
Contact-less and non-destructive
big: the imaging-based principle
allows inspecting large-scale
samples
■ fast: obtain sub-surface information
within a fraction of a second
■ Specific: defect-selective excitation
using inductive heating
■
■

Users & Application
rapid and large-scale inspection of
components to detect near-surface
flaws and defects
■ evaluation of hidden material
interfaces
■ Determination of thermophysical
material properties
■ in-line, on-line, and at-line
inspection of components

High-speed thermography
for non-destructive testing
of metals
Revealing hidden flaws by sensing rapid
temperature changes

■

Thermographic evaluation techniques provide a unique way to investigate
parts and components based on a fast, contact-less, and imaging-based
principle. Even small changes in the surface temperature can indicate the
presence of flaws and material interfaces. However, the rapid temperature
changes of thermally excited metals do not allow to utilize conventional
thermal sensing equipment to reach the required sampling rates. Hence,
by using high-speed state-of-the-art mid-wave infrared cameras, we are
now able to reliably utilize this technique for metallic components too.

Status – our offer
application-orientated and scientific
expertise based on many years of
experience
■ r&D-cooperation
■ feasibility studies using modern
and state-of-the-art equipment
■

Contact data
Dr. günther mayr
research group of thermography
& nDt
fh oÖ forschungs & entwicklungs
gmbh
roseggerstraße 15, 4600 wels, austria
guenther.mayr@fh-wels.at
www.thermo-ndt.at

RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT

active thermography is a non-destructive
evaluation method for a broad variety of
applications. thermal excitation sources and
modern infrared cameras are used to detect
even small perturbations of the heat diffusion
caused by flaws hidden inside the material.
this technique combines the advantages of
working imaging-based and contactless and
allows inspecting large areas within a short
period of time.
whereas this technique is well established
for applications in the field of polymer and
composite materials, the utilization of this
method for metallic components brings
certain challenges. in general, metals have
thermophysical properties that lead to very
fast heat diffusion processes. hence,
advanced thermal sensing equipment is
required to reach the required sampling rates
and sensitivity. furthermore, metals tend to
have low emissivity properties which is
limiting the capabilities of conventional
optical excitation techniques.
to handle these challenges of thermal-based
inspection of metallic components, we utilize
high-speed infrared quantum detectors as

Steel sample with a shallow hidden rolling defect.
Comparison of visual inspection (middle) and thermographic investigations in the frequency domain (top)
and time domain (bottom) using a high-speed infrared
camera.

well as cutting-edge induction generators for
thermal excitation. Combining this state-ofthe-art equipment with newly developed
evaluation methods, complex heat diffusion
processes can now be reconstructed,
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defective regions be detected, which can
then be analyzed for a detailed evaluation.
this technique even allows the inspection of
shallowly located flaws that are even often
within the dead zones of conventional
ultrasonic testing methods.

Experimental measurement setup using
laser-based optical excitation.
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Experimental measurement setup using an
induction-based excitation.
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